Surgical tool detection in cataract surgery videos through multi-image fusion inside a convolutional neural network.
The automatic detection of surgical tools in surgery videos is a promising solution for surgical workflow analysis. It paves the way to various applications, including surgical workflow optimization, surgical skill evaluation and real-time warning generation. A solution based on convolutional neural networks (CNNs) is proposed in this paper. Unlike existing solutions, the proposed CNN does not analyze images independently. it analyzes sequences of consecutive images. Features extracted from each image by the CNN are fused inside the network using the optical flow. For improved performance, this multi-image fusion strategy is also applied while training the CNN. The proposed framework was evaluated in a dataset of 30 cataract surgery videos (6 hours of videos). Ten tool categories were defined by surgeons. The proposed system was able to detect each of these categories with a high area under the ROC curve (0.953 ≤ Az ≤ 0.987). The proposed detector, based on multi-image fusion, was significantly more sensitive and specific than a similar system analyzing images independently (p = 2.98 × 10-6 and p = 2.07 × 10-3, respectively).